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Abstract
Emulated atmospheric turbulence effects constructed froma set of 22Zernikemodeshave beenwritten
uponaDMDmicromirror arrayoperating as a binary amplitude spatial lightmodulator. Sequences of
aberrated frameswith controlled amounts of turbulencehave beenproduced and canbeoperated at
controlled rates that can exceed1kHz rateswhich canbe seen in strong turbulence. In this case 400Hzwas
chosen and the scintillation levels observed for the same turbulence sequencewith single, fewandmulti-
modefibres at a receiver.Resulting scintillation levels are consistentwith standard turbulencemodels.
Increased received intensity and reduced scintillationwas observedwith larger corefibres and related to
aberration-induced focal spot size.Correlationbetween the received intensity variation and the amplitude
variations for individualZernikemodesdemonstrates specifically the effect of atmospheric inducedbeam
wanderwhen focusing into a receivefibre.TheDMDis thus shown tobe able to generate both the
necessary frequency content and range of scintillation required for atmospheric emulation.

1. Introduction

Remoteoptical signalling is oneof theoldest formsof communication—datingback to lighthouses,fire beacons etc
[1], and free space communicationsdominated early attempts at longdistance communicationwith light [2]. The
developmentof both theopticalfibre and the laser have combined tomakehigh-capacity opticalfibre
communications thebackboneof themodern informationage. Indeed, it is so successful thatwe are indangerof
approaching the capacity limit of thesefibredevices [3]. To staveoff the capacity crunch researchers are seekingnew
ways to increase capacity, inparticular theuseof spatial divisionmultiplexing,makinguseof orthogonal spatial
amplitudedistributions to carry information inparallel channels [4]. Free space communicationoffers anumberof
advantages, including lower installation cost—particularly inharsh environments [5]—and reducednonlinear effects -
enabling good initial signal tonoise ratio.Much research attentionhasnow focussedback to free space
communicationwith a view to taking advantageof the same techniques that allowhigh-capacity data transfer infibres
andusing them inanunconfinedmedia suchas free space [6–8].However, transmission through the atmosphere
encounters anumberof problemsnot foundwithfibres that add significantproblemswhenestablishing a
communications system [2].

1. High precision pointing and alignment is required between transmitter and receiver.

2. An obstruction free path is generally required

3. The effects of diffraction can lead to geometric loss of signal

4. Random refractive index variations in the atmosphere lead to beamwander and breakup.
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Thefirst 3 points can be addressed in the engineering of the system. The effects of the atmosphere are
randomand statistical and have had a significant affect upon systemperformance.When the atmosphere causes
the beam to be steered away from the detector it can result in complete loss of signal—analogous to fading in the
RFworld. Randomphase variations can cause the beam to expand, break up and become discrete reducing the
amount of signal collected. This can cause signal loss independent of atmospheric loss arising from scattering
and absorption [9]. The phase variations induced across the receivedwavefront can have a significant effect upon
signals relying on coherence detection. For some decades the effects of atmospheric turbulence have been
addressed through the use of adaptive optics [10, 11], which typically uses a deformablemirror to counteract the
deformations to the optical wavefront. This of course requires the ability to characterise thewavefront ‘error’,
typically donewith a ShackHartmann sensor. Theoretically it has been found that the information is not lost
[12] andmore recently there is amovement to decompose the atmosphere usingmode-to-spatial domain
conversion viamultiple apertures [13] or amulti plane light converter [14, 15] and to provide correction via
digital signal processing. These preliminary results, using spatially diverse approaches (multi-aperture ormulti-
mode) tomitigate turbulence effects are highly promising, as are parallel attempts to boost capacity with spatial
diversity, but require extensive testing to enable reliable network design.

Given the difficulty of conducting atmospheric transmission experiments over distance -finding a suitable
testing range, associated cost, total unpredictability of atmospheric conditions, characterisation of those
conditions - it is understandable that researchers would seek tofind a laboratory-based emulation of
atmospheric effects. Approaches have includedmanipulation of the phasewavefronts using spinning phase
plates [16], spatial lightmodulators [17–22]using liquid crystal(LC-SLM) based devices to produce spatially
controlled phase variations, near index-matched optical simulators [23] or the fabrication of elaborate
atmospheric emulation chambers [24].

In this workwe investigate the use of a binary amplitude spatial lightmodulator, the digitalmicromirror
device (DMD) [21, 25], as amethod of atmospheric turbulence emulation.Why use a binary amplitude
modulator rather than a phasemodulator whichmight seem intuitively better suited to phase front control? The
principal advantages of theDMDare speed and versatility. The device is an array of tiltingmicromirrors
(typically 10μmdimensions)which ‘flip’ between on(+12°) and off (−12°) states at rates in excess of 10 kHz.
LC-SLMs have frame rates of around 100Hz. Atmospheric scintillation effects are known to extend up to
around 1 kHz andmay typically be several hundredHz, the LC-SLM cannot fully represent the scale of
atmospheric effects, whilst fixed phase plates and atmospheric chambers offer limited flexibility. TheDMDas a
mature commercial technology can be lower cost than the LC-SLM, operates withwider spectral bandwidth and
has higher power handling capacity. TheDMDhowever suffers frompoor efficiency, not least due to typically
50%of themirrors being in the ‘off’ state and redirecting light out of the system, plus effects of diffraction that
arise from the 2D array. Efficienciesmay then only be a few percent [25, 26]. A previous example of using aDMD
to produce atmospheric type distortions used theDMD to generate static aberrations which are then corrected
with an adaptive optics system [27], but no temporal ‘scintillation’was presented. In this workwe don’t just
generate turbulent wavefronts wemake use of them to explore the effect offibre core size at the receiver as this
has a critical affect on system alignment.We can seewhich contributions are significant at different levels of
turbulence. Along thewaywe discover key effects that influence the accuracy and efficacy of the technique - such
as artificial intensity fluctuationswithweak aberrations, the need to separate the diffractedwavefront from
undiffracted components using a tilt offset and a sensitivity to scaling between lab scales and real-world scales.
Such knowledge and understanding is essential for the researcher wishing to implement theDMDas an
atmospheric emulator for free space optical communications.

We anticipate that the use of theDMD to emulate an atmospherewill help pre-empt systemdesign issues,
verify DSPmethods and informnetwork design.High switching speedswill enable accurate channel emulation
for high turbulence scenarios, whilst programmable turbulence will enablemulticanonicalMonte Carlo
methods to be applied [28], greatly increasing the efficiency of atmospheric conditions liable to induce outage
events.

2.Method

The statistical behaviour of light transmitted through the atmospherewas considered using a dimensional
analysis approach byKolmogorov [29] and this forms the standard approach to understanding atmospheric
behaviour. The atmosphere is considered to be composed of a collection of cells with a statistical variation in
refractive index. The cell size is considered to have an inner and an outer scale. A parameter called the refractive
index structure constant (Cn

2) is used to indicate the strength of atmospheric turbulence effects with Cn
2 = 10−17

m−2/3 inweak turbulence conditions (good seeing) and Cn
2 = 10−13m−2/3 representing strong turbulence

conditions (poor seeing). The Fried parameter (r0) is the lateral coherence length of the atmosphere and for a
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planewave traversing a horizontal path is given by.

( ) ( )= -r C L k1.68 1n0
2 2 3

5

Where L is the path length and /p l=k 2 whereλ is thewavelength. The Fried parameter limits an imaging
system’s resolution and represents the effectivemaximum size limit for an aperture [30].

The shape of a beam in free spacemay be expanded in any number ofmodal bases. However, having passed
through atmosphere it ismost conveniently expressed as a collection of orthogonalmodes—Zernikemodes
(ZM) based onZernike polynomials. Thesemodes relate towell known fundamental optical aberrations
(defocus, coma, astigmatism etc) and hence they are convenient to use in free space. The Zernikemodes are
usually given in a polar notation [31] howeverwhen using a 2D array it ismore convenient to use theCartesian
form, shown in table 1, where the x and y values relate to the pixel coordinates.

The optical wavefront can be represented as a sumof thesemodes:

( ) ( )å=
=

W x y a Z, 2
i

m

i i
1

Where the parameter ai is the amplitude of themode.
There is often amisunderstanding about how a binary device can control phase, particularly in comparison

to a LC-SLMwhich has fractional phase control of individual pixels. It is easy to conceive of the LC-SLM
manipulating the local phase of a wavefront. TheDMDcreates a distortedwavefront as a result of diffraction.
The diffractedwavefront is being distorted by an amount determined by the amplitude of themode pattern
written across the device. The amount of distortion can be fractions of awavelength because it happens over an
extended area. It is important to think about themode pattern not the individual pixel phase. TheDMD is also a
2Dblazed diffraction grating that produces a 2D set of diffraction orders close to the blaze direction. The
patternswritten to theDMDproduce diffractedwavefronts replicated at each diffraction order.

CreatingDMDbinary patterns from the requiredwavefront phase values is the same process as usedwith
Fresnel Zone plates(FZP) [26] (which is actually just the defocus termZ4). The FZP is a set of concentric rings
that alternate between transparent and opaque and essentially filter light based on phase polarity such that only
one polarity of light interferes constructively at the desired focal point. This is an entirely diffractive process that
produces a distortedwavefront with a quadratic curvature and hence a focus is produced. This works in the
+24° blaze directionwhere constructive interference occurs atmultiple integer wavelengths of a diffraction
order. Thus for our requiredwavefront across theDMD, constructed from the controlled amplitudes of ZMs,
we select (i.e. reflect in the ‘on’ direction) phase values of one polarity.More precise phase selection using so-
called superpixels is possible butwithmuch reduced efficiency [32]. Once thewavefront is composed and
converted to awavelength (λ) dependent phase value, a binary pixel valueD(x, y) is selected:

⎧
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Table 1.Zernikemodes in their Cartesian form and their associated optical aberrations, V
means vertical, HmeansHorizontal.

j Zernike term Cartesian Form Name

1 Z1 1 Piston

2 Z2 x Tip

3 Z3 y Tilt

4 Z4 −1+2x2+2y2 Defocus

5 Z5 2xy VAstigmatism

6 Z6 −x2+y2 HAstigmatism

7 Z7 −2x+ 3x3+3xy2 VComa

8 Z8 −2y+ 3y3+3x2y HComa

9 Z9 −x3+3xy2 VTrefoil

10 Z10 y3−3x2y HTrefoil

11 Z11 1-6x2−6y2+6x4+6y4+12x2y2 Spherical aberration

12 Z12 −6xy+ 8x3y+ 8xy3 V Secondary astigmatism

13 Z13 3x2−3y2−4x4+4y4 HSecondary astigmatism

14 Z14 −4x3y+ 4xy3 VQuadrafoil

15 Z15 x4−6x2y2+y4 HQuadrafoil
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Figure 1 shows example binary patterns for the first 10 primary Zernikemodes (excluding piston) and their
corresponding primary aberration names obtained by calculating the spatial phase value and then thresholding
based on polarity, as represented in equation (3).

The patternwritten to theDMD is a digital hologram and can be used to generate any required
wavefront [25].

The relationship between the statistical variances of the amplitudes of ZMs and the Fried parameter is well
known [33]. Previous authors have used this relationship to generate random amplitude values drawn from
statistical distributions with the correct variances. The relations are in table 2whereD is the receiving aperture
diameter and r0 is the Fried parameter [18]. These values show that tip and tilt have the largest amplitudes which
relates to a beamwandering up/down and left/right. This has a significant effect on alignment between source
and detector - a factor that is particularly significant when focussing into an opticalfibre at the receiver.

The orthogonality of the ZMs, in the conventional definition, only holds for circular apertures. TheDMD
has a rectangular aperture andwe could use a set of ZMswith rectangular orthogonality as given in [31].
However, a circular geometrymatches the conventional beam shape and to account for this wewrite an opaque
aperture to theDMDwith a diameter equal to the smallest dimension of theDMDand use the circular ZMs,
which helps improve image quality when thewavefront is focussed.

In order to emulate an atmosphere, for each ZM,Zi, a set of amplitude values ( )a ti are chosen at random
froma zeromeanGaussian distributionwith awidth given by the values presented in table 2. These are used to
form a sequence of ZM sets representing a particular instance of a random temporal evolution of thewavefront.
The values ofD and r0 are determined by the system and the amount of atmospheric turbulence required in the
emulation respectively. A spline fit with a chosen number of intermediate points (usually 10) is then used to
produce intermediate points ( ( )¢a ti ) ensuring a smooth transition [18]. At each spline point the disturbed
wavefront is calculated across theDMDplane.

Figure 1.Example Zernikemode patterns for thefirst 10modes and their corresponding primary aberrations as represented on a
DMD.

Table 2.The error distribution size for specific Zernikemodes.

ZernikeMode Zernike Kolmogorov residual error

Tip / /∆ ( )= D r1.02991 0
5 3

Tilt / /∆ ( )= D r0.58202 0
5 3

Focus / /∆ ( )= D r0.13403 0
5 3

AstigmatismX / /∆ ( )= D r0.1114 0
5 3

AstigmatismY / /∆ ( )= D r0.08805 0
5 3

ComaX / /∆ ( )= D r0.06486 0
5 3

ComaY / /∆ ( )= D r0.05877 0
5 3

Trefoil X / /∆ ( )= D r0.05258 0
5 3

Trefoil Y / /∆ ( )= D r0.04639 0
5 3

Spherical aberration / /∆ ( )= D r0.040110 0
5 3

Secondary AstigmatismX / /∆ ( )= D r0.037711 0
5 3

Secondary AstigmatismY / /∆ ( )= D r0.035212 0
5 3

HigherOrders (j> 12) // /∆ ( )= j D r0.294413
3 2

0
5 3
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TheDMD is also itself a source of aberrationwhichwill reduce the efficiencywithwhich signals can be
collected. The inherent aberrations of the device can be compensated for by the device itself which is a spatial
lightmodulator. This requires a separate procedure to characterise theDMD [34]which is outlined here butwill
be given inmore detail elsewhere. By illuminating theDMDwith a planewavefront andwriting suitable ZM
patterns (essentially a FZP) to the device, theDMDcan be used to focus its reflected light onto a camera sensor.
This is done in the visible where cameras are readily available. By scanning amplitude values for the ZMs and
measuring the focal spot quality on the camera, optimumvalues for the ZMamplitudes can be found. The focal
spot qualitymetric in its simplest form is themaximum intensity achieved at the focus, butmust also account for
the shape of the spot being as circular as possible. These resultant ZMamplitudes represent the inverse values of
the device aberrations where the device is correcting itself. If we remove the focus value (which is creating the
focus onto the camera) and remove the astigmatism values (which result fromoff axis reflection) then the
remaining values represent the inherent aberrations of the device and can be used as a device profile and this can
be added to thewavefront. The amplitude values of ZMs represent an equivalent physical distortion andmust be
scaled forwavelength changes to represent phase variation.

Thewavefront sequence is then:

( ) [ ( ) ] ( )å¢ = ¢ + +
=

W x y t a t p q Z, , 5
i

m

i i i i
1

Where pi are the set of profile amplitudes, scaled according towavelength and qi are optional constants that are
used for beam control.

3. System setup

The intended experiment here is to reflect a beam from theDMD, distorting thewavefront according to a series
of aberrating patterns. The light is then collected and focused into afibre, examining the effect upon the
collected intensity caused by the simulated atmospheric turbulence patternwritten to theDMD.

TheDMD systemhad 1280×800mirror pixels and eachmirrorwas squarewith 10.8μmdimension. The
systemhad a near IR antireflection coating and amaximum switching speed of 10,752Hz. The output from a
narrow linewidth laser (Koheras)was expanded to overfill the size of theDMDcircular pattern. TheDMD
operates as a 2Dblazed grating so the collecting fibre is alignedwith direction of the strongest order closest to the
angle of reflection. A schematic diagramof the system is shown infigure 2. A 3x beam expander is used in reverse
to reduce the size of the beam, ensuring the beam entering the collimator does not exceed the numerical aperture
of the fibre. The captured light is then detected by an InGaAs photodiode, amplified andmeasuredwith a data
acquisition unit and viewed on a computer.

3.1. Refinements
In testing it was noticed that some small changes in ZMparameter amplitudes resulted in significant changes in
detected intensity. This changewas correlated with the shape and polarity of the pattern being projected—see
figure 3.When strong levels of aberration are present—such aswhen focusingwith a Fresnel zone plate—the
number of black andwhite pixels are the same across thewhole imagewith 50%of each.However, when the
aberrations areweaker this equality need not bemaintained and havingmorewhite than black pixels results in a
higher intensity being directed towards the fibre. This problem can be exacerbatedwhen using aGaussian
intensity profile laser beam asmoreweight is given to the central pixels. To rectify this issue the following
normalisation process was used: For each frame thewhite to black pixel ratio (R)wasmeasured. If therewere
more black pixels (R<0.5) then the inverse patternwas produced. The number of white pixels that need to be
removed is ((R-0.5)/2 and this number of white pixels selected at random can be removed to bring the ratio
to 0.5.

At the end of each frame theDMDsystem resets by switching allmirrors to the ‘off’ position. This results in a
regular loss of signal, in the present case for a time of 93μs. All data presented here shows the received intensity
modulationswith these signal drops removed but these ‘dark periods’must be accounted forwithin the context
of the application of the system.

The intended emulation utilises a receive aperture D, (and path length L) that aremuch larger than the
actual aperture of theDMD (d) in the lab. Thuswemust scale the effects accordingly to account for system
constraints. The tilt jitter variance arising from the two axis Zernike tip-tilt can be represented by [30]:
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i.e. the atmospheric induced phase variance for an apertureD, which is nowpresented across the smaller
aperture d. Thus the ZMphase variances given in table 2must all be scaled by a factor
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The control of thewavefront is achieved through diffraction - choosing the appropriate spatial pattern upon the
DMD.TheDMD is a 2-dimensional blazed diffraction gratingwhich produces ‘grating orders’ (that are
independent of the pattern) through the combined effect of a 2D array (a 2D comb) and the angledmirrors.
Detectorsmust be placed at an angle to theDMDaxismatching the constructive order position in the ‘on’
position. In the case of a wavelength around 1.5μmthis corresponds to an order number (n) of 7 at close to
double themirror tilt angle. In addition to this there are local ‘pattern orders’which are the 2DFraunhofer
diffraction patterns of the patternwritten to theDMDwhich are replicated at each grating order. These pattern
orders also have order numbers (m= 0,± 1K) and can producemultiple diffraction patterns. Of particular
interest here is the zeroth orderwhich is an undiffracted beam. This behaves as a background level uponwhich
the diffracted beamswill sit. In the context of atmospheric emulation this is undesirable as the zeroth order beam
acts as a background to the diffracted beams andwill obscure the emulated turbulence effects. The orders can be
separated through the controlled addition of tip and tilt to the ZMconstructedwavefront. This is conventionally
donewith a spatial filter, selecting the first order diffraction beam, but using thefibre as the collection aperture is
equivalent. This was testedwith the use of a static tip/tilt patternwritten to theDMDand the beam steered to a
positionwhere only thewanted first order beam is directed into the collecting fibre. This reduced the intensity in

Figure 2.A schematic diagramof theDMDbased atmospheric emulation system setupwith the beam shownoriginating from the
micromirrors in the ‘on’ state tilted at 12°.
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the zeroth order by 50%and the intensity in the first order to 20%of the unseparated level.With this
arrangement the necessary tip and tilt amplitudes can be added as offset values (q values in equation (5)) to the
statistical tip and tilt values used to represent turbulence. An alternative possibility is to add an offset value to the
focus term and realign the system focus away from the standard focus position, but this was found to be a less
flexible approach. It is worth stating for completeness that the sign of the pattern order affects the nature of the
focus in the orders, such that them=+1 order adds positive focus, whilst them=−1 order defocuses by the
same amount [35]. This can be seen infigure 4which is a representation ofDMDdiffraction and is the result of a
focus and tilt pattern. The separation of zero and first order as a result of the application of tilt are shown in the
magnified detail.

Sequences of frameswere producedwhere the amount of atmospheric turbulencewas selected by choosing a
value for Cn

2 aswell as a receiver aperture diameter and the distance from transmitter to receiver. Then random
values for scaled ZMamplitudes were selected as described above and then the tip and tilt offsets were added.
Sequences were typically 400 frames long and all frameswere uploaded to theDMDcontrol board. The
timescale for the sequence could be varied by controlling the time per frame.

Figure 3.This figure shows how small changes in parameters can lead to large change in reflected intensity. The patterns at the top
contain small amounts of focus, astigmatism and spherical aberration.Only focus is changedwith the amplitude showed below the
plot. The lower plot is the ratio of white to black pixels for different values of the focus amplitude.

Figure 4.Adiagram representing the diffraction orders from aDMDwith a focus and tilt pattern applied. This shows the grating
orders and the pattern orders with order separation due to tilt and focusing dependent on order polarity.

7
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4. Results

In order to emulate a demanding communication link, when calculating the amount of scintillation to apply, the
model aperture sizewas chosen to be D = 10 cm and themodel range between transmitter and receiver set to
L = 1 km,with 22Zernikemodes being used. The values of D and L were chosen to be representative of a real
world FSO comms scenariowith achievable optics that give efficient collection. In the laboratory emulation of
thismodel the distance betweenDMDand collecting fibrewas around 0.5m.

Different sequences of 400 frameswere produced formoderate to strong turbulence values with Cn
2 values of

2×10−15m−2/3 to 2×10−13m−2/3. Themeasured intensity variations from these scintillation sequences are
shown infigure 5. This shows a progressive increase in the frequency of variation as the Cn

2 level increases. For
each scintillation sequence the received intensity was recorded for both a singlemode fibre (SMF), a fewmode
fibre (FMF) and also amulti-mode fibre (MMF). This allows direct comparison of the effect offibremode area
on the received power under the exact same aberrating conditions.

Thewavefront aberrations cause a broadening of the focal spot beyond the size of the fibre core, reducing the
intensity in the smaller core fibre and reducing the scintillation level in the larger core. Thewavefront variance
s2 is related to the ZMamplitudes [36]:

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

( )

s = + + + + +

+ + + +

a a a a a a

a a a a

5 9

1

2 2 2 5 5

5 6 6 5
9

2 3
2

10
2

1
2

2
2

4
2

5
2

6
2

7
2

8
2

9
2

Thewavefront variance is inwaves and the amplitudes are normalized to the values at themaximum radius
giving 1wavelength of aberration. The Strehl ratio, the spot size in relation to diffraction limited spot size, can be
related to thewavefront variance via:

( )= ps-Strehl e 102 2

The expected spot size can then be estimated from

⁎ ( )l
=x

f

d
M Strehl

1.22
11

beam

Where f is the focal length of the collimator (11.3mm), dbeam is the input beamdiameter (3mm) andM is an
angularmagnification factor (3) resulting from the use of a beam reducer. Using the ZMamplitudes for the
lowest level of scintillation the average focal spot size is around 15.5μm, larger than the core diameter of the SMF
and FMF. Themean captured intensity rises as the size of the capturing fibre core increases, due to capturing

Figure 5.Measured intensity variations for sequences with increasing values ofCn
2 captured by a SMF (top set of bars), FMF (centre set)

andMMF (lower set). Signal intensity is represented as a grey scale consistent for eachfibre type. The horizontal scalematcheswith
frames of the sequence applied.HigherCn

2 values show a larger amount of intensity variation andMMF intensities are higher than
SMF and FMF.
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more of the aberrated focal spot, although less thanwould be expected [37] from thefibre core areas. This ismost
likely from some residual loss due to exceeding theNAof the fibres.

In order to verify the scale of the emulated scintillation for the chosen Cn
2 parameters we determine the

scintillation index, given by:

( )s =
á ñ
á ñ

-
I

I
1 12I

2
2

2

Where I is the intensity and the brackets represent the average value. Scintillation index values for all the
sequences and for all the receiving fibres are shown infigure 6 alongwith theoretical values for the scintillation
index for a planewave source (see appendix) in terms of the chosen values of C .n

2 The theoretical scintillation
index values are for the chosen scenario of transmission distance of 1 kmand receive aperture of 10 cm. The plot
shows scintillation index in terms of the Rytov parameter

/ / ( )s = C k L1.23 13R n
2 2 7 6 11 6

Assuming theMMF captures all of the light focused from the collection aperture, the SMF and FMFmodels use a
reduced aperture diameter scaled by the ratio of the fibre core size to theMMF core size. The effect of the beam
reducermust also be included as this increases the effective amount of scintillationwith increased angular
magnification. As should be expected from the beam spot size calculations, the smallerfibre cores show
increased levels of scintillation corresponding to a smaller effective aperture size. The scintillation levels are of
the right order but appear to reduce faster than themodel, which suggests fine tuning of the scaling factor is
required to relate the desired Cn

2 value to the ZMamplitudes.We can see from figure 6 that although the Cn
2

represent a strong turbulent atmosphere, the Rytov variance values for this scenario represent weakfluctuations
as they are found on the left hand side of themodel curve. This is due to themodest range (L) and relatively large
aperture, which are the specific circumstance that wewish to investigate. This tells us 2 things of value. Firstly
that theDMD induced scintillation can bemade at a controllable and appropriate level with careful calibration
of the ZMamplitudes. Secondly the chosen scenario of a 1 kmpath and a 10 cm aperture is bothworkable in
practice and can be emulated in a lab.

The ZMamplitudes for each frame in each sequence were recorded and are represented infigure 7.
The upper plot shows the evolution of thefirst 12mode amplitudes with the strongest variations in the

lowest ordermodes—tip and tilt. The received intensity variation for this set of amplitudes is shown in the lower
plot. Each ZMamplitude set ( ( ¢a ti ) in equation (5)) can then be correlatedwith the recorded intensity for that
sequence. The correlations for each ZMevolutionwith the received intensity variation are shown infigure 8 for
SMF, FMF andMMF for 3 values of C .n

2 Given that the intensity variation is the net result of all ZMvariations we
would not expect high correlation values for any singlemode.However it is clear that at weaker Cn

2 values the
strongest correlations arewith the tip and tilt parameters. This is an anti-correlation as would be expected as
either polarity of displacementmoves the focus away from the best focus and reduces the received intensity. At
higher Cn

2 of 1×10−13m−2/3 the correlation is essentially broken. Cautionmust be used in interpreting these
correlations as they express the correlations viewed in this system andmay be relevant by extension to a similar
FSO systemundergoing atmospheric scintillation.

Figure 6.Measured andmodelled scintillation index values for single, few andmultimode fibres for various levels of atmospheric
turbulence. The plot is presented in terms of the Rytov variance parameter for comparisonwith conventionalmodels for a planewave.
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5.Discussion

The development ofmodelling of atmospheric turbulence effects upon optical beams has traditionally taken the
approach of considering intensity fluctautionswithin a given aperture - a bucket detector.When that aperture is
a lens that is focussing into afibre there are effects upon themeasured scintillation characteristics that effectively
change the aperture size in nonlinear ways. These result from the small size andmodal characteristics of the
receiving fibre. For example focussing into a fibre is sensitive to the lens tofibre distancewherematching focal
spot size to core size is required. Changes to the input beam focuswill defocus the beamonto the fibre and
reduce the captured intensity as the square of that defocus.Wewould therefore expect themeasured intensity
variations for a SMF to bemodified in comparison to those actually introduced by atmospheric turbulence (or
an emulator). Themodulation transfer function of the collection systemmust be included. This is is particularly
relevant when considering the use of spatial divisionmultiplexing. Higher order ZMs induced by atmospheic
turbulence can lead to increased loss by the numerical aperture (modal loss) offibre used for collection aswell as
modal cross talkwhen combinedwith tip and tilt displacement withinmulti-mode fibres. The oberved
correlation between individual ZMs and the received intensity variations should prove valuable in characterising
modal cross talk. It will help in targettingwhichmodes aremost severely affected or resistant in a SDMFSO
system.

6. Conclusion

Thiswork has sought to use the spatial lightmodulation capabilities of aDMDmicro-mirror array to emulate
the effects of turbulence in the atmosphere for usewith an FSO communication system. The high-speed
capabilities of this SLM in comparison to liquid crystal based SLMs or video rate systems are a clear benefit to
using theDMDwhichwould be easily capable of reproducing effects in excess of 1 kHzwhichwould be present
in high levels of turbulence if required. Sequences of turbulence aberrations constructed fromZernikemodes
with various levels of Cn

2 and passed to theDMDat rates of 400Hz but this can be easily scaled to different rates.
In addressing the suitability of theDMD for use as an atmospheric emulator themajor issues are the low

efficiency, the need for normalising the intensity and the dark time at the end of each frame. For use in FSO
comms themost significant of these is the dark time. The dark time is dependent upon themodel ofDMD
system and this casewas 93μS, which is short on the timescale of the atmosphere but very long on the time scale
of communications signals. Thus, synchronisation between the data packet structure and the frame transitions
of theDMDwould be required to ensure effective use. The dark time is a feature of the particular systembeing
used, allowing frame set up and synchronisation, and can in principle be reduced significantly. Future systems
may not suffer from this restriction.Whilst phase based SLMs aremore efficient in their utilisation of intensity,

Figure 7.Zernikemode amplitudes for each frame in theCn
2=1×10−14m2/3 sequence. The upper plot shows the temporal

sequence for thefirst 12 Zernikemode amplitudes, as used for each frame. The amplitude variation for higher ordermodes decrease as
per table 2with tip and tilt being the largest. The lower plot is themeasured intensity level captured by a FMF for the same frame
sequence.
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theywill also suffer with settling time as their pixels transition between states but clearly on a larger time scale
than theDMD.

The results fromusing different sizes offibre show that using larger area fibres reduced the level of
scintillation observedwithout changing the physical aperture size of the collecting lens, and also collectedmore
of the incoming light. In systems that transition from free space tofibre the use of SMFs is desired for
maintaining integrity along the fibre systembut is clearly a source of significant loss to the system as awhole.
With SDM larger area fibres are necessary so theywill bemore efficient. The challenge is then to separate the
spatialmodes and compensate formixing andmode dependent loss. As thismust be done anyway itmakes sense
tomove straight to usingMMFs tomaximise efficiency and place effort into larger scalemode separation.

The current system is useful in demonstrating the principle of using ZMs on aDMDand how that interacts
with a system. In particular being able to correlate the individual ZMs in a sequence with the output intensity
variations can provide useful information about how andwhere the received power is being distributed and
should helpwith understanding the scale and extent ofmodal cross talk for SDM systems.We have shown that
theDMD is capable of implementing awide range of scintillation levels but furtherwork is required to
characterise and calibrate the precise relationship betweenZMamplitudes and resulting scintillation.

In the present case, whilst the timescale can be varied, eachmodewas varying along the same timescale. This
is clearly unphysical and higher ordermodes should be responsible for the higher frequency components in the
intensityfluctuations. This should be a focus of futurework. Further work is required to understand the transfer

Figure 8.Correlation coefficients for each ZMamplitude set with the received signal for eachfibre. The value of Cn2 for the sequence
used is given on each plot.
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connection between the higher order ZMs and the Laguerre–Gaussianmodes of thefibre. Correlating the ZM
amplitudes with separatedmodal intensities post receive fibrewill help this.
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Appendix

Underweak fluctuations the scintillation index for an infinite planewave propagating along a horizontal path
leads to theRytov variance

/ / ( )s s= = C k L1.23 A1R I pl n
2

,
2 2 7 6 11 6

All relationships are taken from [30]
The effect of collectingwith an aperture is to average and reduce the fluctuations relative to a point detector.

Underweak-to-strong intensity fluctuations the scintillation index for a receiver aperture sizeD is
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For a spherical wave the scintillation index reduced due to aperture averaging is:
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Gaussian beams produce aperture averaged scintillation indices that lie between spherical and planewaves.
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